
PARTNERSHIPS 
& SPONSORSHIPS

let's cultivate creativity together



goals & missions

OUR GOAL AS A
COMPANY IS TO
COLLABORATE IN A WAY
THAT HELP OTHER
CREATORS FEED THEIR
HUSTLES.

We believe that collaborations breed a safe
creative environment for creatives.



funding

ARE YOU
WONDERING...WILL I NEED
TO PAY?

Money is a big issue, we get it. 
 

When we work with our clients as a branding firm, those proceeds not only help
pay out team commissions but it also helps us have the financial opportunity keep

resources and partnership attendance cost-effective as possible for creators.
 

If there are costs involved and you are able to contribute to the project then great!
 

If you're not able to, we will map out a plan to best fit the partnership.
(keep in mind not every partnership is meant to be) 



partnerships

HERE'S WHAT WE'VE DONE:

Workshops/Speaking Events

Pictured: Workshop with a
licensed therapist to understand
more about therapy.

Pictured: Worked with Gurl2Girl
organization to host a market for
creatives.

Pictured: Podcast interview with
Wildy of @NikonPapi.

Markets and Events Content Creation & Sponsorship



sponsorships

GOT A CREATIVE
INITIATIVE? LET US
SPONSOR YOU!



sponsorships

FINANCIAL SPONSORSHIP

April 2020 —
 
For the month of April, we sponsored
The Biz Ladies, a wonderful outlet of
stories from business women all over,
including our Founder: Tammy Huynh. 



sponsorships

EVENT SPONSORSHIP
Dec. 2019  —
 
For the holidays, we partnered with Gurl2Girl Network
to host a market for their members and creators. 
 
We sponsored swag bags to the first 25 guests of the
event.  

Need in-kind sponsorship? We'd love to
support! Email us your sponsorship decks:
letstalk@thecreativefolks.org



big thank you from your TCF team!

LET'S BE REAL & LET'S TALK!

 Why should we partner up?
 What can we do together to cultivate creativity? 

 We can help think of ideas if you're stuck!
 What do you need us to do to make this successful?
 Will this project reoccur again multiple times?

Here are some questions we would love to know the answers to!
letstalk@thecreativefolks.org
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